As the season of giving approaches, ONE Poland worked towards gathering internal support for the beneficiaries of the Fr. E. Dutkiewicz SAC Hospice in Gdansk, Poland.

Due to exceptional COVID-19 conditions, the hospice requested that their children received gift cards instead of specific gifts, so that the children would be given a chance to choose and buy their own gifts under the supervision of their guardians. By doing so, we hope to spread joy to these children who are facing the tough ordeal of their present health conditions.

ONE Poland remained devoted to the cause and gathered much support. Not only were monetary donations collected, but almost 50 gift cards for different stores were received. To distribute these donations, the CSR team also made and prepared symbolic Christmas paper gift cards. On 20th November, ONE handed these gifts to the hospice’s representative for distribution to the beneficiaries.

The staff of ONE Poland really enjoyed the whole process and wholeheartedly wished the children of the hospice a Merry Christmas.

For more information, please contact,
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